
Gantry Type high speed milling machines

Giving shape to design

GTF
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Modularity
The upper Gantry GTF line is characterized by great versatility.
Thanks to its modular structure, and taking advantage from a 
combination of components conveniently selected according to 
weight, stiffness and cost requirements, the GTF range becomes 
an ideal solution to fulfill all Customers’ demand.

Performances
The harmonious sizing of its structures in accordance with the 
thermo-symmetry concept, perfectly matches with the extremely 
dynamic linear axes. In this way, speed and power are enhanced to 
grant the best performance.

Fidia technology inside
The FIDIA integrated technology system, including both drives, 
and numerical control, offers the most complete and performing 
equipment, granting the customer with both quality and reliability 
of one-single-source supplier.
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Applications
GTF machines offer a full range of models with modular work 
envelope.
Thanks to the wide choice of Ram and milling heads solution, GTF 
find always the best fitting application in various fields:

AutomotiveJJ

AerospaceJJ

EnergyJJ

MarineJJ

Tailored equipping systems
The GTF machine is so versatile that can be easily adapted to both 
the machining of different kind of materials, and the environmental 
and logistical conditions of workshop. 
Customized chip conveyors, dust removal and filtering systems, in 
addition to machine protections, front panel units, chilling systems, 
work-piece table and clamping devices have been developed 
accordingly.
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M5A milling head si the tipycal high speed solution fitting over 
most GTF applications.
A and C axes can work both through - high dynamics – continuous 
interpolation and through the positioning mode, with the operator 
interactive command. 
In case of high volume removal operations, the axes can be stiffly 
clamped by means of powerful hydraulic brakes. 
The axes cinematic chain is provided with life-time automatic 
backlash recovery and is able to perform 0.001° resolution 
positioning for any type of machining: both 5-axis roughing and 
finishing operations.
M5A compact cast iron structure eases the tool access to the most 
critical surfaces and cavities.
M5C milling head is a lighter version of M5A, made in aluminium alloy, 
with a grease lubricated spindle aiming to composites materials, 
clay and resin machining. This model does not require hydraulic 
clampings and it features an higher dynamic axis behaviour.

Continuous bi-rotary head M5A & M5C

Technical data M5A M5C
A axis travel +95º ÷ -110º

C axis travel ± 200º (optional ± 360º)

A, C max speed 3600 º/min ( optional 5000 º/min) 7920 º/min

Spindle speed 24000 1/min 14000 1/min 24000 1/min

Spindle power 34 kW 55 kW 55 kW 22 kW

Torque 51 Nm 88 Nm 88Nm 36 Nm

Constant power range 6000 ÷ 24000 1/min 6000 ÷ 14000 1/min 5850 ÷ 24000 1/min

Toolholder HSK63A HSK100A HSK63F
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The new modular system of head and spindle change widely 
extends GTF applications in the Automotive and Aero complex 
machining.
M5E head and relevant Ram solution up to 1500 mm Z stroke  
offers roughing capacity together with high speed on cast iron, 
steel and other demanding materials.
M5E quick change cartridge system allows for the use of different 
kinds of electrospindles.
M5H head with mechanical spindle unit develops high torque and 
suits in particular for titanium alloys heavy machining.
The dedicated reinforced Ram and multi guide-ways system allows 
for the increased stock removal performance.
A and C axes are suitable for both continuous interpolation and 
indexed positioning, with strong hydraulic brakes. Direct encoders 
on both axes grant the upper level of accuracy.

Continuous bi-rotary head M5E & M5H

Tecnical data M5E M5H
A axis travel +95º ÷ -95º(optional ± 110º)

C axis travel ± 220º (optional ± 360º)

A max continuous speed 3600 º/min

C max continuous speed 5400 º/min

Spindle speed 
15.000 

1/min

24.000

1/min

3.000 

1/min

Spindle power 62 kW 34 kW 40 kW

Torque 296 Nm 51 Nm 966 Nm

Toolholder HSK100A HSK63A ISO 50
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Continuous bi-rotary head

Z Axis

Laser presetting device

Tool magazine
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Epoxy concrete columns

Dust extraction

Front door access
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Epoxy concrete columns

Bench rails

Operator console
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Working volume cover

Ram and Y assembly

Laser presetting device
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GTF/P - GTF/R

Made of stiff Epoxy Concrete columns, to grant for the 
best vibration damping effect, these versions of GTF 
family have the greatest level of modularity. Starting 
from the smallest 2+2 columns configuration, the 
same design can be extended to any X axis length 
just by adding columns.
The main difference between /P and /R is related to 
the ram cross section: /P integrates a 460 x 460 mm 
ram while /R holds a 600 x 600. Consequently, heads 
can be as follows:

M5A with Z strokes from 1000 up to 1400 mm (GTF/PA)JJ

M5A with Z strokes from 1400 up to 2500 mm (GTF/RA)JJ

M5E with strokes up to 1500 mm (GTF/RE)JJ

M5H with strokes up to 1000 mm (GTF/RH)JJ

The axes cinematic chains may vary in order to achieve the highest working speed and acceleration.
Rack & pinion tandem system drives X Y axis, while Z can be driven by ball-screw or rack & pinion, according 
to the stroke.

X Strokes starting from 2000 mm (110”)

Y Strokes Within the range 2000 mm - 4000 mm (79” - 157”)

Z Strokes Within the range 1000 mm - 2500 mm (39” - 98”)

Axis speed up to 60 m/min (2362 ipm)
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Y2G

A double traverse version called Y2G 
further enhances the modular concept 
of the GTF machine.
Two independent heads can work 
either sharing the same piece or two 
different pieces using the bulkhead.
The X-axis stroke can be 
adapted to all requirements.  
Y2G configurations apply to  
/P, /R, /L and /Q versions.

GTF/L

The lightest version of GTF family 
is particularily suitable for complex 
composite parts and 1:1 Automotive 
styling models.
Thanks to the specific M5C head, the 
machine grants for high dynamic 5 axis 
interpolation and accurate results. 
Structures are made of welded steel and 
strokes can be widely configurated.

X Strokes starting from 4000 mm (157”)

Y Strokes Within the range 2200 to 4000 mm (86” - 157”)

Z Strokes Within the range 1000 to 2500 mm (39” - 98”)

Axis speed up to 60 m/min (2362 ipm)
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GTF/Q

The modular version /Q is based 
upon compact columns and traverse 
optimizing floor space in the work-
shop. The Epoxy concrete structure 
of columns preserves geometry and 
accuracy from thermal effects. 
The innovative design of traverse 
makes it suitable for all versions of 
M5A and bi-swivelling heads. 
It’s equipped with ram up to 1400 mm 
stroke.

X Strokes
4200 mm

(165”) 
6000 mm

(236”)
8000 mm

(315”)
10000 mm

(394”)
...over

Y Strokes
2200 mm

(86”)
2700 mm

(106”)
3200 mm 

(126”)
3500 mm

(138”)

Z Strokes
1000 mm

(39”)
1250 mm

(49”)
1400 mm

(55”)

Working feedrate 30 m/min (1181 ipm)
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GTF/M

The “monolithic” version /M, with its self-supporting 
structure, is the right answer of compactness in all 
small/medium size upper gantry applications. No 
foundation is required.
It employs the same traverse design as the /Q version, 
and offers two sizes for Y-axis strokes, with significant 
advantage in strokes/footprint ratio.
It suits the same versions of M5A and ram as /Q.

X Strokes 2000 mm (79”) 3500 mm (138”)

Y Strokes 1500 mm (59”) 2200 mm (86”)

Z Strokes 1000 mm (39”) 1250 mm (49”) 1400 mm (55”)

Working feedrate 30 m/min (1181 ipm)
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Aerospace

High accuracy and efficiency in 5 axis machining is essential for 
operating on many types of aeronautical and aerospace structural 
components.
GTF has specifically designed solutions to afford machining of each 
material utilized in aerospace:
ALUMINIUM, TITANIUM, COMPOSITE MATERIALS require chip 
conveying systems with filtering and protections for both the 
environment and the machine itself.
In the GTF family there is always the right model to fit in the best 
price/performance ratio. 

General Machining

Thanks to the modular design it is now possible to utilize FIDIA 
technology to produce big size mechanical components.
Typical example is the wind-turbine power generator: from the 
blade forming mold to the gear and its casing.
Energy as well as Naval or Rail industry requires sometimes very 
accurate machining cases, which can be afforded only by specifically 
designed machines.
M5H head version offers the most advantageous solution in terms 
of stock removal rate combined with high quality and precision.
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Automotive

Stamping dies
The automotive industry requires highly accurate machines to 
mill cast-iron and steel dies from the roughing operation to the 
final super-finishing of surfaces. Manual polishing can be mostly 
avoided and all operations can be done with a single set up of the 
work-piece, thanks to the upper gantry configuration with its fixed 
table.
The most difficult areas of the component are attained by an 
appropriate choice of heads and milling accessories.

Plastic injection and die-casting
The precision in details and the surface quality feature this type of 
moulds. 
Bi-rotary heads with high accessibility and a consequent reduction 
of tool length make these targets possible.
The use of direct encoders and a complete thermal control of 
structures grant for the highest positioning accuracy during the 
long milling cycle time required by these complex applications.

Prototyping and styling
The machining of full-scale models, the construction of prototyping 
moulds and quality control gauges match perfectly with the GTF 
working envelope.
The XYZ axes high dynamic accuracy and the compact size of M5A 
& M5C heads bring GTF to an upper performance level, defying 
all competition.
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The C20 numerical control

The Fidia C20 numerical control takes full advantage of the 
potential offered by combining the performance of the Pentium 4 
and the RISC Power PC processors. It is conceived to manage the 
most sophisticated high-speed applications running at 5 axes with 
RTCP.
It is equipped with Windows XP Professional operating system in 
multitasking mode.

Simple and reliable machining
The C20 is equipped with a 19” TFT video and thanks to its 
HI-MILL 3D CAM and ISOGRAPH 2½D CAD/CAM it directly 
imports CAD mathematical models in IGES,VDA-FS, DXF, DWG 
formats, enhancing but at the same time simplifying tool path 
management.
Mechanical machining such as slots, threads and pullers are 
programmed directly on board of the machine in total safety thanks 
to its soft keys and to the possibility to simulate in real time any 
kind of tool path.

High speed milling
The parameters, adapted to the specific dynamic characteristics 
of the machine tool, are optimized by the following path control 
software functions:

Dynamic Look-Ahead with advanced feed control for curves;JJ

Active Tuning and Active Damping to optimize performance JJ

in terms of accuracy, surface quality and execution times;
Set of customized parameters for different machining JJ

conditions (roughing, semi-finishing, finishing and rest-
machining) recalled by G functions;
Jerk Control (control of variations in acceleration).JJ


